
FAQ 19 
As The Word Of God  FOREWARNED,  Deceptions Are Common 

 

Q #19   What are some of the  major deceptions  we need to be discerning today? 

  

While the list of deceptions is quite long today, we wish to dwell on some of the crucial 

ones.  All of the following are mentioned in Scripture.  In fact, if the Word of God does 

not list it, we have decided to refrain from speculating and instead go with what we know 

will come about before His glorious Return. 

  

False Christs        Neo-Gnostic & New Age Christ Consciousness 

                            Secular Theology’s Historical Jesus vs. Christ of Faith 

(Christological     World Religions’ slanderous views – many speak 

Heresies)             wrongly of the Lord of lords. 

  

False                    Globalism & Religious Convergence 

Teachings            One World Without War 

                            Christ is here; Christ is there 

  

Persecution          Because there cannot be an exclusive way to spiritual 

                             enlightenment (to claim such would judge the other 

(against                 perspectives as wrong), the world must package an 

Christians -           absolutely contradictory system which calls for a 

because they         response against those who hold the view that their 

are the bad           way is the truth.  “This,” they say, “is the one thing 

guys)                     we cannot and will not allow!”  As a result, great 

                             persecution is on the horizon for those who stay 

                             true to the Lord Jesus Christ. 

  

Lying Signs          The Word foretells of deception through what appears 

and Wonders       to be miracles.  Some say the miracles are literal miracles; 

                             others say the deception is in the appearance of miracles. 

                             Endurance Ministries does not hold a strong position on 

                             this matter.  While we believe both positions are possible, 

                             we are cautious about committing to one or the other. 

                             What we do call for is the discerning of these false 

                             wonders and the relationship they have to deceiving the 

                             whole world into following the beast. See Revelation 13 

                             and II Thessalonians 2. 
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A few of our web sites touch upon some of these deceptions.  Please look them over as you 

have opportunity—it’s important to discern these eternally consequential lies of darkness. 

  

False Christs     False Teachings      Deceptive Signs     

 

Also see  www.destructivedogmas.com 

  

No question there are others, but these are clearly stated in Scripture.  The fascinating  

thing is that in our culture today these matters are unfolding before our very eyes in many 

forms.  Even the issue of lying signs and wonders is beginning to take place as some call for 

the homage of the Eucharistic Christ.  Other clear miraculous deceptions will make these 

supernatural manifestations seem insignificant in comparison.  Beware! 

  

May God help us discern our day in light of His precious Holy Spirit and His Written 

Word. 

http://truthfoundations.org/1cid3.pdf
http://truthfoundations.org/Truth%20Matters!%204.pdf
http://truthfoundations.org/endmin.com%20about%20us.pdf
http://www.destructivedogmas.com/

